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## INDEX TO SUBJECTS

### ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

See Labor.

### APPELLATE PRACTICE

Course of an Appeal to The United States Circuit Court of Appeals 79-112

- Administrative agencies 105
- Bankruptcy and admiralty 100
- Civil cases 83
- Criminal cases 94

Missouri Supreme Court decisions in 1944 in relation to:

- Abstracts and briefs 254
- Jurisdiction of Supreme Court 250
- Right of appeal 253

### ATTORNEYS

Conscientious Objector and Admission to the Bar 316

### COMMERCE

State Taxation of Airplanes in Interstate Commerce 195-218

### CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

- Freedom of Religion 316
- Interpretive Problems in The New Missouri Constitution 219
- Income Taxation—Community Property 312
- Jury Trial in Misdemeanor Cases 128
- State Taxation of Airplanes in Interstate Commerce 195-218

### CONTRACTS

Some Aspects of Implied Warranties in Missouri 147-194

- Conflict of decision 150
- Retail marketing and consumer protection 165
- Horses and animals 175
- Chattels other than animals 180

### CONVEYANCES

- Fraudulent Conveyances—Action by Grantor to Set Aside 229
- Reservations in Conveyances in Favor of Third Persons 133

### CORONERS

See Statutes.

### COURTS

Course of an Appeal to The United States Court of Appeals 79

Magistrate Courts Under Missouri Constitution of 1945 130

The United States and The World Court (Review) 145

- War Criminals: Their Prosecution and Punishment (Review) 237
- Work of The Missouri Supreme Court for Last Thirty-Five Years Under 1875 Constitution 239

### CRIMINAL LAW

- Jury Trial in Misdemeanor Cases 128
- Missouri Supreme Court decisions in 1944 in relation to:
  - Admissions 259
  - Hearsay 260
  - Judicial notice 256
  - Revelancy, materiality and competency 256
  - Witnesses 257-259
  - Competency 257
  - Impeachment 258
  - Privilege 258

### FEDERAL COURTS

See Courts.

### INQUESTS

See Statutes.

### INTERNATIONAL LAW

The United States and The World Court (Review) 145

- War Criminals: Their Prosecution and Punishment (Review) 237

### JURISDICTION

Jurisdiction of Justice of Peace Courts in Cases of Misdemeanors 128

### JURY

See Criminal Law.

### LABOR

Closed Shop Agreements 64

### MISSOURI SUPREME COURT

Last Thirty-Five Years Under 1875 Constitution 239

- Statistical Survey 247

### PERSONAL PROPERTY

Avoiding Personal Property Taxes 138

Community Property—Income Taxation 312

### REAL PROPERTY

Easements—Reserving out of conveyance an easement in favor of third persons 134

- Fraudulent Conveyances—Action by Grantor To Set Aside 229
Breach of implied warranty of fitness when goods purchased for "particular purpose" 147

SALES

Inquests

STATUTES

Advantage of a system of continuous statutory revision 113
Community property statute 312
Laws of Missouri relating to inquests and coroners: 34-63
Coroners 36-51
history 36
election 39
compensation 40
offices 41
deputies 42
duties and powers 43
death certificates 49
unclaimed bodies 50
coroner subject to penalties 50
Inquests 51-59
coroner's jury 53
participation of prosecuting attorney 55
witnesses and evidence 55
verdict 57
penalties 58
fees 58

TAXATION

Avoidance of personal property taxes through the holding of tax-exempt securities 138
Community property—Federal income taxation 312
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in 1944 in relation to: 275-283
drainage taxes 279
exemption from taxation 280
general rules of construction 281
income taxes 277
sales tax 276
special tax bills 279
tax statute in conflict with constitutional provision 276
taxation of insurance companies 279
taxes levied by municipal corporations 278
unemployment compensation taxes 277
State Taxation of Airplanes in Interstate Commerce 195-218

TORTS

Defense of sole cause in Missouri negligence cases 1-33
as problem for judge and jury 3
theory 9
in humanitarian cases 21
in cases of primary negligence 24
Missouri decisions developing defense of sole cause 32
Duty to rescuer of defendant whose conduct causes the need for rescue 321
Liability of retailer for breach of implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose 147
Liability of supplier for injuries sustained from unusual use of thing supplied 75
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in 1944 in relation to: 282-298
burden of proof 297
defenses in negligence cases 294
imputed negligence 292
municipal corporations 287
possessors of land 282
railroads 284
res ipsa loquitur 290
suppliers of a chattel 289

TRIAL

See CRIMINAL LAW.

TRUSTS

Missouri Supreme Court decisions in 1944 in relation to: 298-302
express trusts 298
implied trusts 299
constructive 299
resulting 300

WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION

Missouri Supreme Court decisions in 1944 in relation to: 302-305
election by widows and widowers 304
construction 303
probate 302
procedure 304

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

Missouri Supreme Court decisions in 1944 in relation to: 305-311
jurisdiction 307
occupational disease 305